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1.0 Introduction
“Within the ‘framework’ of the conversation, ‘turns’ have to take place if the conversation is not

to be totally one-sided.  Certain strategies [for taking, holding, and relinquishing turns in
conversation] have to be put into operation by the speaker.”

(McDonough and Shaw, 1993: 156)
“In other words, strategic competence refers to the ability to get one’s meaning across
successfully to communicative partners, especially when problems arise in the
communication process.”  (Dornyei and Thurrell, 1991: 17)  This paper will provide a
discussion of turn-taking strategies in Korean conversations and implications for
teaching conversational English to Koreans.

First, by recording and transcribing spontaneous, authentic Korean language staffroom
conversations an attempt was made to find examples of strategies for taking, holding
onto, and relinquishing turns in conversation.  The examples selected depict exchanges
that exemplify how Koreans participate in conversations.

Second, the strategies used in spoken Korean language conversations, by native Korean
speakers, will be compared to those used by native English speakers in English
language conversations.  Also, Korean conversation strategies that are not explicit in
English conversations and strategies used in Korean conversations that take on forms
used to produce equivalent effects in English will be presented as part of the
comparison.

Lastly, these strategies for conversation discourse have implications for teaching
conversational English to Koreans.  Several of them will be discussed in relation to my
own teaching context.

1.0 A Korean Staffroom Conversation
“Ethnomethodology depicts conversation as discourse constructed and negotiated between

 the participants, following pre-established patterns, and marking the direction they are taking in
 particular ways: with pauses, laughter, intonations, filler words, and established formulae.”

  (Cook, 1989: 57)
Looking at conversation in the manner depicted by ethnomethodology language,
teachers are provided, “powerful clues concerning the causes of the sensation of
floundering in conversation.” (Cook, 1989: 57)  Therefore, a spontaneous natural
conversation in Korean was recorded and transcribed to find example exchanges of
Korean conversational strategies to provide insight into Koreans’ English
communicative struggles.
2.1 Background Information

“In conversational analysis, the emphasis is not upon building structural models but on the
close observation of the behaviour of participants in talk and on patterns which recur over a
wide range of natural data.”      (McCarthy, 1991: 6)

However, due to time constraints, the analysed data consists of early Monday morning
and late Wednesday afternoon conversations, which are considered typical of Korean
staffrooms.  The two different day and time recordings attempt to take into
consideration the physical setting, social and professional relationships between office
staff, and time of day, which may affect judgments inferred from the data.  Moreover,
the office tape-recorder was used to try and limit recording knowledge, and thus,
hopefully, provide more natural authentic language since knowledge of taping might
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have resulted in concocted spoken language.

I am not a Korean native speaker, but I have lived in Korea for 7 years.  I consider
myself competent in the Korean language even though I have never formally studied
Korean.  In addition, I work in a Korean language environment and often translate
official government documents from Korea to English or vise versa.  As a result, all
interpretations of the data are from personal experience and knowledge.

2.2 Transcription Results
Transcription results are presented here in three categories: a) turn-taking examples, b)
holding turn examples and c) relinquishing turn examples.  For the full staffroom
recordings transcribed in Korean, a direct English translation, and an appropriate
English equivalent see Appendix A, Monday morning, and Appendix B, Wednesday
afternoon.

2.2.1 Turn-taking Examples
According to Duncan, cited in Coulthard (1977: 68),

“A listener may claim the speaking turn when the current speaker gives a turn signal, defined as
the display, at the end of a phonemic clause, of at least one of a set of six cues.  The cues are

1. Intonation:  the use of any pitch level/terminal juncture combination, other than 22.
2. Paralanguage: drawl on the final syllable or on the stressed syllable of the phonemic clause.
3. Body motion: the termination of any hand gesticulation or the relaxation of a tensed hand

position.
4. Sociocentric sequences: the appearance of one of several stereotyped expressions, such as ‘but

uh’, ‘or something’, ‘you know’, labeled sociocentric by Bernstein (1962).
5. Paralanguage: a drop in paralinguistic pitch and/or loudness, in conjunction with a sociocentric

sequence.
6. Syntax: the completion of a grammatical clause involving a subject-predicate combination.”

Following Duncan’s definition of turn signaling, examples of intonation, paralanguage,
and syntax were observed in Korean turn-taking.  Also observed were examples of short
turns for simple responses to questions, turns for commenting or completing another’s
statement, and interjection turns where previously spoken words were repeated to regain
control.   In addition to these examples, Korean interjections equivalent to English
interjections such as “oh”, “ah”, and “yeah” were noticed in the transcribed
conversations.

2.2.1.1 Examples of Intonation
A list of turn-taking examples through rising intonation in which questions are asked
without direct formulation of an interrogative is presented here.
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Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

18 B ��  ��  ����  ����� (� ) Did you have your hair cut, even though you
went home late yesterday?

32 A ���  8�  ����   3����  ����� (� ) Even though I told the merchant to bring 8
rackets and 3 boxes of shuttlecocks?

47 B ����  ����  ���  �� (� ) I saw he also brought something after that?
55 A ���  ���� (� ) We’ve always had it?
58 A �  ����  ������ (� ) He brought only one box of shuttlecocks?
80 A ��  ��� (� ) You didn’t go yesterday?

(See Appendix A)

9 B ����  ����  ����  �  ���� (� )
Isn’t the chief supposed to supervise the
primary school teachers’ classroom
demonstrations?

23 A ���  ���  �  �� (� ) There wasn’t one approved before?
53 B ��  �  ��� (� ) I’m doing it alone?

95 A ����  ���  ����� (� ) According to the evaluation rules it should
be like this?

(See Appendix B)
There were also examples in which intonation through pitch change enabled Koreans to
indicate attitude and resultantly signal a turn change.  The conversation examples below
are cases in which pitch is used to indicate displeasure, sudden remembrance, and
voiced opinion.

Displeasure
Exa

mple

Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

83 A ���  ��� ! Mr. Kim!

84 B �  (� ) Yes?1
85 A ��  ��  �  ���� ! Put this all away!

134 A ��  ��  ���  ���  ���  ���  ����� If this rule doesn’t apply we must follow
government evaluation rules.

2
135 B ����  ���  �  ���  �� ! That’ll overwhelmed the clerks charged

with that work!
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137 C ����  ���  �� If we follow this government rule…
138 A ���  ���  �� We can interpret this rule like this..

139 A �� ! See!
3

140 A ���  ���  �� ! It’s too ambiguous if we look at it like that!

(See Appendix B)
Sudden Recollection

23 A ���  ���  �  �� (� ) There wasn’t one approved before?
24 B �  � Yes, there was.4
25 A ���� ! Oh yeah, in the demonstration section!

(See Appendix B)
Voiced Opinion

72 B ��  �  ���� I can’t make it out

73 C � (� ) Yeah, me neither
74 A � (� ) Yeah, neither can I

75 D ����  ���  ��  ��  ���� ? With all this work why are we continuing
to argue over this?

5

76 A ��� ! It’s wrong!

124 A �����  �� The evaluation rule was establish by Dan-
Jae

125 C ���  ���� ! Those are not bylaws!
126 A ���� In those days

6

127 B ��  ���  � ! Then just do it!

130 A ����  ���  ��� Then, if we change the rules…
7

131 C ���  ���� ! No! We can’t do that!

(See Appendix B)

2.2.1.2 Examples of Paralanguage
In the recordings, there appears to be frequent use of paralanguage turn signaling. This
strategy is demonstrated below in a list of examples of inflection on the final syllable of
a phonemic clause.

Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

40 A ���  ��� Those aren’t ours
48 C ��  ��� Is that a new box of shuttlecocks?

91 B ��  ��  ���  ��  ���  ��� My coach told me to do it this way
92 E ��  ��  ���  ��� A coach told me not to do it that way

96 D ���� ? ����� ? �����  �  30%� Turn? a full turn? a full turn will spoil the
form, just do a 30% twist

(See Appendix A)
7 A ������ The evaluation!
12 B ���  ���  ����  ���  ����� The chief is supposed to do the evaluations
14 E ��  ���� Somebody told me that there is one
19 B ��  ����� Though I searched for ….
22 C ��  ��  ��� It just wasn’t there

65 A ����� In the social studies division rules
77 C ���  �����  ��� We should tell Mr. Kim about this

106 B 98��  ��� It wasn’t there in 1998
137 C ����  ���  �� If we follow this government rule…

(See Appendix B)

2.2.1.3 Examples of Syntax
Turns were also observed to occur after a completed grammatical clause.   This
completed grammatical clause occasionally included a subject and predicate, but more
frequently involved only a predicate, because the subject is often missing from Korean
sentences.  First presented is a list of grammatical clauses similar to English and then
completed clauses with only a predicate.
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Subject-Predicate
Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

8 A ���  ��  ��  ���  ����� ? Did you ask Mr. Ahn when he is planning
on coming?

91 B ��  ��  ���  ��  ���  ��� My coach told me to do it this way
92 E ��  ��  ���  ��� A coach told me not to do it that way

(See Appendix A)
8 C �  ���  ��� ? Where did the guy go?

12 B ���  ���  ����  ���  ����� The chief is supposed to do the evaluations

13 D ���  ����  � I didn’t see that regulation

15 D �  �  ��  ���� Well, I didn’t see it

21 B �����  ��  �����  ��� I searched for it in the evaluation rules, but
it wasn’t there

59 B ����� I’ll look for it

(See Appendix B)
Predicate Only

Line

no.
speaker Korean Direct translation English equivalent

6 E �  ���� Yea, ate Yes, I had one, thanks

24 A ���  ����  �� In the morning 3 boxes
hit

In the morning I hit 3 baskets (of
golf balls)

27 A ���  3�  ���� (� ) 3 pieces took and came Did the merchant bring 3 boxes of
shuttlecocks?

32 A
���  8�  ����   3����

����� (� )

Rackets 8 pieces,
shuttlecock 3 pieces took
and came though

Even though I told the merchant to
bring 8 rackets and 3 boxes of
shuttlecocks?

56 E ���  �  ��  ���� This time bought white
one

This time he brought white ones

75 B �  ���� Well didn’t know I don’t remember

78 A ���  �  ���  ��� Help thing there was
help

Please ask me if you need help

(See Appendix A)
14 E ��  ���� There was told Somebody told me that there is

one
29 C ��  ���  ������� Another part in said I said another team

40 C ��  ��� Do and go Then stay and study awhile before
leaving

45 B ���  ���� Break don’t do must We mustn’t break the regulations
58 A ����� Look for must We’ll have to look for it

72 B ��  �  ���� Here, well don’t know I can’t make it out

75 D
����  ���  ��  ��

���� ?
Moreover busy his thing
like clamour (angry)

With all this work why are we
continuing to fuss over this?

76 A ��� ! Wrong It’s wrong!
99 B ��  ��  ��  �� This thing just without We can’t just ignore the rule

123 A ��  ���  �����  ��� Once evaluation passed
through no

We have to follow set evaluation
rules

(See Appendix B)

2.2.1.4 Examples of Short Turns
Also revealed from the recorded conversations were several short turns for simple
replies to questions, such as those in the conversation examples below.

1 A ���  �  ����� ? Have you had coffee?
2 B ���� Yes, thanks
3 C ���� Yes, thanks
4 D � Yes
5 A ����� (� ) Mr. Pak?

1

6 E �  ���� Yes, I had one, thanks

64 A ��  ����  ����  ��� ? Did he bring only 1 box of shuttlecocks?
3

65 B � (� ) Yes

4 70 A ����  ��  ��  ��� ? Did you hit 3 baskets yesterday?

Exam

ple

Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

18 B ��  ��  ����  ����� (� ) Did you have your hair cut, even though you
went home late yesterday?2

19 C � (� ) Yes (I really needed one)
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71 B ��� Yeah, in the morning

72 A ����  ��  ���  �� ? What time did Dr. Kim arrive at the driving
range yesterday?

73 B � (� ) Huh?
74 A ���  �� ? What time did he arrive?
75 B �  ���� I don’t remember
76 A � Uh hmm

(See Appendix A)

9 B ����  ����  ����  �  ���� (� )
Isn’t the chief supposed to supervise the
primary school teachers’ classroom
demonstrations?

10 A �� (� ) Ha, ha
5

11 D � (� ) Yeah~ right!

18 A ������  �����  ��� Tell Mr. Kim to come here
19 B ��  ����� Though I searched for ….
20 A ����� In the evaluation rules

21 B �����  ��  �����  ��� I searched for it in the evaluation rules, but
it wasn’t there

22 C ��  ��  ��� It just wasn’t there
23 A ���  ���  �  �� (� ) There wasn’t one approved before?
24 B �  � Yes, there was.

6

25 A ���� ! Oh yeah, in the demonstration section!

71 A ��  ���  ���� ? Here, it is
72 B ��  �  ���� I can’t make it out
73 C � (� ) Yeah, me neither
74 A � (� ) Yeah, neither can I

75 D ����  ���  ��  ��  ���� ? With all this work why are we continuing to
fuss over this?

76 A ��� ! It’s wrong!

77 C ���  �����  ��� We should tell Mr. Kim about this
78 A ���  ��� That case doesn’t apply here
79 B ���  ���� Then search for it here
80 E � (� ) Yes, sir

7

81 D ���� This argument over regulations is just
making matters worse

(See Appendix B)

2.2.1.5 Examples of Completion or Commentary on Another’s Statement
Another way turn-taking was accomplished was through the completion of or
commenting on another’s statement.  First given are conversation completion examples
followed by more predominating commentary examples.
Completing

Exam

ple

Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

94 D ���  ��  ����  ��� Don’t worry about the distance
1

95 E ����  �� Keep your eyes on the ball

(See Appendix A)
57 C ���  ����� Last year there was a rule

2
58 A ����� We’ll have to look for it

121 A ���  ��  �� ? It came out after that
3

122 B ���  ���� Passed by deliberation

(See Appendix B)
Commenting

21 B ���  ���  �  ���  ��  �� If he drops out then none of us can play.
(one person didn’t make it)4

22 D ���  ���  �  ���  �� Are we helpless without him? Ha ha

24 A ���  ����  �� In the morning I hit 3 baskets (of golf balls)
5

25 B ����  �� (� ) �����  ��  � (� ) You hit 3 baskets?.  Doesn’t  hitting 3
baskets make your whole body ache

6 36 A ��  �� ? Anyone want coffee?
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37 B �� I do thanks
38 C ����� ? �  � Don’t you have any work to do? Ha, ha

49 D ��  �  �� (� ) The 2nd one there?

50 C ��  ��� No, not that one
51 E ���  ��  �� That’s the one we bought before

7

52 C ���  ���� ? Isn’t that the one we bought before?

53 E ��  ���� Open it, open it
54 C to E ��  ���  ��� Yup, that’s the one we bought before
55 A ���  ���� (� ) We’ve always had it?

8

56 E ���  �  ��  ���� This time he brought white ones

87 A ���� ? How far did you hit?

88 B 100���  ����� About 100 metres

89 C to B ���  ����  ��  ��� Don’t concentrate on the distance
90 D �� (� ) ��  ���  �� What? Hold on a sec!

9

91 B ��  ��  ���  ��  ���  ��� My coach told me to do it this way

(See Appendix A)
38 A ���  ��  ���� Will you stay for a cup of tea?

39 B �  ���� Ah, no I really must be going10

40 C ��  ��� Then stay and study awhile before leaving

71 A ��  ���  ���� ? Here, it is
72 B to A ��  �  ���� I can’t make it out
73 C � (� ) Yeah, me neither

11

74 A � (� ) Yeah, neither can I

72 B ��  �  ���� I can’t make it out
73 C � (� ) Yeah, me neither

74 A � (� ) Yeah, neither can I12

75 D ����  ���  ��  ��  ���� ? With all this work why are we continuing to
fuss over this?

(See Appendix B)
2.2.1.6 Examples of Word Reiteration
Occasionally, as a method of interjecting, previously spoken words were repeated to
regain control as shown in the following parts of conversation examples.

Exam

ple

Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

52 C ���  ���� ? Isn’t that the one we bought before?

53 E ��  ���� Open it, open it1

54 C ��  ���  ��� Yup, that’s the one we bought before

(See Appendix A)
19 B ��  ����� Though I searched for ….
20 A ����� In the evaluation rules2

21 B �����  ��  �����  ��� I searched for it in the evaluation rules, but
it wasn’t there

75 D ����  ���  ��  ��  ���� ? With all this work why are we continuing to
fuss over this?

76 A ��� ! It’s wrong!

77 C ���  �����  ��� We should tell Mr. Kim about this
78 A ���  ��� That case doesn’t apply here
79 B ���  ���� Then search for it here
80 E � (� ) Yes, sir

3

81 D ���� This argument over regulations is just
making matters worse

(See Appendix B)

2.2.1.7 Examples of Interjections
Interjections, such as “oh”, “ah”, “yeah” and “right’ in English were seen in the
transcribed recordings.  They appeared as A-ni, Yea, Ah, Heuh, Cham, Heh, Ge-rya,
Hea, A-ya, and Nea and are presented below as examples taken from parts of
conversations.

Exam

ple

Line

no.
speaker Korean Direct translation English equivalent
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42 A �  ��� ? Aeo, chairman Ah… chairman
43 B � (� ) Ung Yeah1

44 A �����  ��� (� ) Shin researcher how How is Mr. Shin?

89 C ���  ����  ��  ��� Metre no care just this one Don’t concentrate on the distance

90 D �� (� ) ��  ���  �� A-ni stay still already What? Hold on a sec!
2

91 B
��  ��  ���  ��  ���

���
I am already this much till
do told

My coach told me to do it this way

(See Appendix A)

9 B
����  ����  ����  �

���� (� )
Participation ceremony was
chief was doing supposed

Isn’t the chief supposed to supervise
the primary school teachers’
classroom demonstrations?

10 A �� (� ) Hea, hea (sarcasm) Ha, ha
11 D � (� ) Yea Yeah~ right!

3

12 B
���  ���  ����  ���

�����
Participation ceremony plan
in chief doing supposed

The chief is supposed to do the
evaluations

38 A ���  ��  ���� Tea one glass do and go will
you

Will you stay for a cup of tea?
4

39 B �  ���� Ah, no Ah, no I really must be going

45 B ���  ���� Break don’t do must We mustn’t break the regulations
5

46 C �� Heuh-heuh Um, right
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62 A �  ��� Cham 2 articles by Come to think of it, 2 articles
63 C �� A-ya Right, right!

64 D �� Ge rya! Yeah, right!
6

65 A ����� Society regulation in In the social studies division rules

65 A ����� Society regulation in In the social studies division rules

66 C ��� Heh, heh, heh Right, right!7
67 D �� Ge rya! Yeah, right!

72 B ��  �  ���� Here, well don’t know I can’t make it out
73 C � (� ) Hea Yeah, me neither8

74 A � (� ) Nea Yeah, neither can I

(See Appendix B)

2.2.2 Holding Turn Examples
As evident from the recordings, there were a few occasions when one speaker held on to
a turn without allowing other people to contribute to the exchange.  These occasions are
shown below in examples taken from parts of conversations.

Exam

ple

Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

98 A �  ���  ��  ��  �� What if the chiefs can’t do it?
99 B ��  ��  ��  �� We can’t just ignore the rule

100
C drawl,

slight
pause

��  ��  ��  ���� Then the two section chiefs can do it

101
C drawl,

slight
pause

�����  ����  ���  ��  �  �����

�����  ���  ����

We should have made an article in the
annual plan but it wasn’t made because
they dropped it from the table

102
C drawl,

slight
pause

����  ���  ���� Before making a plan we should
carefully consider it

103
C drawl,

slight
pause

���  ��  �����  �����
Give this regulation right away to Mr.
Shin so it can be put into last years’
schedule

104
C drawl,

slight
pause

���  2000��  ����� There’s no regulation now because it
was just established this year

1

105
C drawl,

slight
pause

���  ����  �� We shouldn’t neglect important issues

115
A drawl,

slight
pause

���� Obviously

116
A drawl,

slight
pause

����  ����  ���� The 1st and 2nd certificate training
courses are both 10 hours

117
A drawl,

slight
pause

�����  �� To give marks is…

3

118 B ���  ���  ��  �� ? How’s the evaluation going to be done?

119 C ����� During winter vacation…

120
A slight

pause
���  ���� ? Isn’t it in the regulations?

4

121
A drawl,

slight
apuse

���  ��  �� It came out after that

137 C ����  ���  �� If we follow this government rule…

138
A drawl,

slight
pause

���  ���  �� We can interpret this rule like this…

139
A slight

pause
�� ! See!

5

140
A slight

pause
���  ���  �� ! It’s too ambiguous if we look at it like

that!

(See Appendix B)
2.2.3 Relinquishing Turn Examples
Observable in the transcribed conversations is the usage of interruptions and adjacency
pairs to relinquish turns.
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2.2.3.1 Interruption
Several examples of interruption used as a way of relinquishing turns are presented here
taken from parts of conversations.

Exam

ple

Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

18 B ��  ��  ����  ����� (� ) Did you have your hair cut, even though
you went home late yesterday?

19 C � (� ) Yes (I really needed one)
1

20 D ���  �������� ? Yesterday did you also play badminton?

21 B ���  ���  �  ���  ��  �� If he drops out then none of us can play.
(one person didn’t make it)2

22 E ���  ���  �  ���  �� Are we helpless without him?
Ha ha

36 A ��  �� ? Anyone want coffee?
37 B �� I do thanks3
38 C ����� ? �  � Don’t you have any work to do? Ha, ha

(See Appendix A)
5 A ���  ���  ���� ? How did it go?
6 B � ? What?

7 A ������ The evaluation!
4

8 C �  ���  ��� ? Where did the guy go?

124 A �����  �� The evaluation rule was establish by
Dan-Jae

125 C ���  ���� ! Those are not bylaws!
5

126 A ���� In those days

(See Appendix B)

2.2.3.1 Adjacency Pairs
In addition to interruption, several adjacency pairs were detected as strategies for turn-
taking.  Adjacency pairs occur when an utterance by one person appears to limit
another’s response possibilities, such as “What’s up? – Nothing, really.”  Conversation
examples of response producing adjacency pairs followed by response absent adjacency
pairs are given here.
Response Producing

Exam

ple

Line

no.
speaker Korean English Equivalent

1 A ���  �  ����� ? Have you had coffee?

2 B ���� Yes, thanks
3 C ���� Yes, thanks

1

4 D � Yes

36 A ��  �� ? Anyone want coffee?
2

37 B �� I do thanks

74 A ���  �� ? What time did he arrive?
3

75 B �  ���� I don’t remember

(See Appendix A)
3 A �  ����� ? Have you finished?

4
4 B � Um-huh

38 A ���  ��  ���� Will you stay for a cup of tea?

39 B �  ���� Ah, no I really must be going

40 C ��  ��� Then stay and study awhile before leaving
5

41 B � Ha, ha Thanks for the offer but no thanks

(See Appendix B)
Response Absence

11 A ������ Good morning
6

12

13 A ����� Good morning
14

15 A ����� Good morning
7

16
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83 A ����� Good morning
8

84

85 A ��  ��� Good morning
9

86

(See Appendix A)
1 A ����  ����� Good afternoon

10
2

(See Appendix B)

3.0 Korean and English Conversation Strategies Comparison
Many Korean language strategies for turn-taking can be found in English conversations
because of

“the very basic observation that conversation involves turn-taking and that the end of one
speaker’s turn and the beginning of the next’s frequently latch on to each other with almost
perfect precision and split-second timing.”

(Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson cited in Cook, 1989: 52)
However, some Korean strategies for turn-taking appear to be either nonexistent in
English conversations or had an equivalent effect.  These discrepancies from English
strategies exist because, as Cook (1989: 52-53) points out,

“Turn-taking mechanisms, the way in which speakers hold or pass the floor, vary between
cultures and between languages….These mechanisms cannot simply be lifted from one society
(and thus from one language via literal translation) to another.”

In this section, Korean and English conversation strategies will be compared though the
three categories of turn-taking, turn holding, and turn relinquishing.

3.1 Turn-taking
According to Pike cited in Coulthard (1992: 37),

“tone languages have a major characteristic in common: it is the relative height of their tonemes,
not their actual pitch which is pertinent to their linguistic analysis… the important feature is the
relative height of a syllable in relation to preceding and following syllables.  A toneme is ‘high’
only if it is higher than its neighbours in the sentence, not if its frequency of vibrations is high”

The Korean language, however, is rather flatly tonal and consequently does not have an
accentual system that distinguishes meaning of words.  Spoken phrases and sentences
are relatively flat in intonation in contrast to the ups and downs or syllables of
prominence that one finds in English.  The only tonal feature in Korean is a rising tone
at the end of a question that does not contain an interrogative expression, which was
observed in section 2.2.1.1.

Also in section 2.2.1.1 is a discussion of pitch.  According to McCarthy (1991: 104), in
conversations in English,

“The speaker can signal a desire to continue a speaking turn by using non-low pitch, even at a point
where there is a pause, or at the end of a syntactic unit, such as a clause.”

Like the use of pitch to indicate turn-taking in English, the Korean transcribed
recordings revealed that pitch was used for turn-taking in Korean conversations.
However, the recordings appear to suggest that raised pitch was used to indicate attitude
and stance on an issue rather than “a desire to continue speaking.”

As suggested by Duncan (1973, 1974), another cue for turn signaling in English
conversation is the use of paralanguage.  From examples presented in section 2.2.1.2, it
appears that this cue is also a recurring turn-taking strategy in Korean conversations
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because “if you change the intonation of a sentence you change its meaning.” (Halliday
in Coulthard, 1977: 99)  However, unlike English conversations where drawl may be
placed on the stressed syllable of a phonemic clause, from the recordings and the fact
that Korean is a rather flat tonal language, it appears that in Korean conversations only
the final syllable of a phonemic clause is made unusually long.  Hence, the inflection on
the final syllable in examples in section 2.2.1.2 appears to indicate importance of
information in a sentence,

“mood (kinds of statement, question, etc.), modality (assessment of the possibility, probability,
validity, relevance, etc. of what is being said) and key (speaker’s attitude of politeness,
assertiveness, indifference, etc.).”  (Halliday in Coulthard, 1977: 99)

In addition to paralanguage, Duncan (1973, 1974) suggests that syntax is another way of
indicating a turn.  In English conversation this would involve completion of a subject-
predicate grammatical phrase.  Examples in section 2.2.1.3 suggest that this subject-
predicate grammatical completion also occurs in Korean conversations, yet there were
more examples in which completed predicate-only grammatical clauses managed as turn
indicators.  This may be the result of the subject often being omitted from Korean
sentences although an English translation for such a sentence would still show an
appropriate pronoun subject for the context.

English conversation uses both long and short turns.  However, section 2.2.1.4 appears
to suggest that Korean speakers engage in more short turns as answers to questions than
long turns.  It may be that the short words and phrases responses, like those used in
English, were “linguistic means of not taking the turn when one has the opportunity, or
simply of making it clear to the speaker that we are attending to the message.”
(McCarthy, 1991: 127)  On the other hand, the preponderance of short turns may have
been a result of recordings taken from the workplace.  Culturally, Confucianism in
Korea would advocate that certain speech styles must be maintained for social status
and position and that it would be inappropriate for one to appear to be holding ‘the
floor’ in conversation for a lengthy period of time.  People who do so are considered
garrulous and bad mannered.

In section 2.2.1.7 examples of interjections similar to exclamations used in English were
presented.  The person using the interjections appears to be overriding another’s
conversational turn to draw personal attention by showing sarcasm through
brusqueness, agreement with another’s opinion, and rejection in much the same way as
native English speakers in English conversations.

Sacks in Coulthard (1977: 61) suggests that in English conversations,
“next speakers are not concerned and can never be concerned with actually completed utterances,

  because one can never be sure that an utterance is complete – it is always possible to add more to
an apparently complete utterance, and speakers frequently do so.”

This suggestion was also observed in Korean conversation examples given in section
2.2.1.5.  In the examples, the Korean speaker appears to “produce a completion to a
prior speaker’s otherwise complete utterance” (Coulthard, 1977: 62) avoiding overlap or
silence to take a turn.  It may be that the speaker felt that the supplemented information
needed to be stated explicitly.  In addition to taking a turn by completion of utterances,
numerous examples of turn-taking utterance comments were shown in section 2.2.1.5.
Coulthard (1977: 60-61) points out “when an unselected speaker takes a turn already
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assigned to a selected one, the right of the selected speaker to speak next is usually
preserved.”  The fact that this element, observable in English conversation, appears to
occur in Korean conversation examples 8, 9, and 11 wherein the selected speaker’s turn
was upheld, but other examples seem to suggest that the selected speakers turn is not
preserved as next speaker.

Section 2.2.1.6 suggests that another turn-taking strategy employed in Korean is the use
of word repetition for interjecting to regain control.  This strategy appears to be similar
to English conversation turn-taking where previously spoken words are not used like
“and another thing” or “then” for holding turns but for interjection.

3.2 Holding Turns
To hold a turn in English conversation, Coulthard (1977: 63-64) suggests,

“speakers who have not yet formulated what they want to say tend to indicate their intention
to speak by ‘erm’, ‘um’, ‘mm’, or an audible intake of breath and thereby incorporate the silence
into their turn…  [Other speakers may] begin with an incompletion marker, ‘if’, ‘since’, or any
other subordinator, which informs the other participants that there will be at least two clauses
before the first possible completion… [Also] speakers reject interruptions, if they choose not to
yield the floor, by speaking more loudly, more quickly and in a higher pitch.”

The use of “fillers” such as “erm” in English conversations for information processing
or indicating intention to take a turn do not appear in section 2.2.2, holding turn
examples, and hence, appear to indicate that they are not part of Korean natural
conversation.  In addition, the examples would suggest that Korean conversation does
not appear to make use of incompletion markers, which according to Sacks in Coulthard
(1977: 64) “turn[s] a potentially complete sentence into an incomplete one.”

In addition to these differences, the examples in 2.2.2 appear to suggest that there is no
pausing in unusual places or rushing over the end of a natural break to prevent
interruption as one might find in English conversations.  There also does not appear to
be usage of continuance expressions such as “and another thing” and “then”, which is
probably due to hierarchy of social status and speech styles in the office.  Examples in
2.2.2 suggest that Koreans hold onto turns through inflection on final syllables of
phonemic clauses and/or uninterrupted slight pauses at the end of an utterance.  In
English conversations these short pauses may cause a lose of one’s turn because,

“a speaker is vulnerable at every sentence completion whether he selects next speaker or action or
not, and even if he gets past one sentence completion he is equally vulnerable at the end of the
next sentence.”    (Coulthard, 1977: 61)

Although slight pauses may increase an English conversation speaker’s vulnerability,
speakers in Korean conversations do not appear to be at risk, instead the inflections
and/or pauses appear to be strategies for holding turns.  This observation, however, may
not occur in conversations outside the office in Korea because culturally embedded
speech styles are expected in staffrooms.  For example, it would be considered bad
etiquette to interrupt a co-worker of higher status or age unless the utterance before the
pause is a clear indication that the speaker is expecting to yield a turn.

Similar to English turn-holding strategies, however, is the “speaking more loudly, more
quickly and in a higher pitch” mechanism suggested by Coulthard (1977: 64).  In
example 3 of section 2.2.2 the speaker appears to be speaking louder, quicker, and in a
higher pitch, nevertheless there is still a slight pause at the end of each utterance.
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3.3 Relinquishing Turns
According to McDonough and Shaw (1993: 156) to prevent one-sided conversations,
one strategy that a speaker will have to employ is “interrupting the other speaker(s).”
As in English conversation, interrupting was evident in the Korean staffroom
recordings. However, unlike English conversations where interruption signifies taking a
turn, section 2.2.3.1 appears to suggest that interruption in Korean is done not only to
take a turn but also to relinquish that turn at the same time, because the examples in
section 2.2.3.1 represent an interruption accomplished through response-expected
questions or statement of facts.

In English conversation, adjacency pairs are described as questions or statements that
require an answer, such as “Thanks-You’re welcome” and have limited response
possibilities.  Just as in English conversations, as shown by section 2.2.3.1, adjacency
pair usage appears to occur in Korean conversations, “enabling a speaker to select next
action and next speaker, and also for enabling the next speaker to avoid both gap and
overlap.” (Coulthard, 1977: 70)  However, adjacency pairs used in greetings had no
corresponding response.  Whereas English speakers appear to spend more time in
informal talk around adjacency greetings, Koreans seem to be more inclined to state an
opening greeting as a rhetorical question that simply identifies him/or herself to others.
For speakers of English this method of greeting without informal talk may be
uncomfortable and result in misinterpretations of social interaction because “adjacency
pairs are the basic structural units in conversation…used for opening and closing
conversations” (Coulthard, 1977: 70) and absence of the second part of the adjacency
pair is “noticeable and noticed.”  (Coulthard, 1997:70)

4.0 Implications for Teaching in My Own Context
The first aim of secondary school teacher training is that learners communicate in
English.  The second goal is that this ability to communicate in English is then taught in
secondary school classrooms through various methods and/or tasks, some of which may
have been learnt in the teacher training.  It is believed that this would help not only to
reduce learners’ fear of English, but also more importantly, develop the ability of
secondary school students to communicate in English in preparation for what the
Ministry of Education in Korea has proclaimed as the “21st century globalization.”

This portion will provide an indication of how I am presently managing the classroom
for teacher training.  It will then discuss implications raised from the Korean/English
conversation strategy comparison for teaching conversational English in my own
situation.

4.1 Present Situation
Strategies used by speakers of English for natural turn-taking have not been the focus of
many teaching materials.  As Tarone and Yule cited in Dornyei and Thurrell (1991: 19)
point out,

“There are few, if any, materials available at present which teach learners how to use
communication strategies when problems are encountered in the process of transmitting
information.”
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This lack of material may unconsciously result in conventional teaching and
enforcement of traditional roles played by teachers and students in the classroom, even
though they may not be effective ways of teaching conversational language.  In
addition, it may also be that as “teaching is a very personal activity” (Richards and
Lockhart, 1994: 36) teachers conduct their classrooms according to personal beliefs
about effective teaching.

Although I try not to follow traditional classroom roles of teachers as dominant figures
and students as listeners, there are times when this is occurring.  In fact, “the traditional
classroom….has very ordered turn-taking under the control of the teacher, and pupils
rarely speak out of turn.” (Sinclair and Coulthard cited in McCarthy, 1991: 128)  Lack
of class response during informal talk and greetings and whole-class discussions of
culturally related information and/or topic related personal story telling seem to be the
underlying reasons for teacher dominance.  This dominance, however, does not allow
time for learners to naturally converse in the classroom and requires them to simply
answer direct questions, which enforces traditional classroom ordered turn-taking.
Learners do not appear to realize that question-asking is not the only way to take a turn
during class discussions.

To avoid this traditional teaching style and create more natural conversation, I try to
utilize a lot of pair and/or group work.  Limiting teacher control and dominance would
provide learners more time to speak in English and, thus, practice aspects of natural
conversation.  However, according to McCarthy (1991: 128)

“More recent trends in classroom organisation, such as pair and group work, attempt to break this
 rigid turn-taking pattern; but do not always succeed in recreating more natural patterns.”

This phenomenon is easily detected as I move around the classroom listening and
providing assistance to various pairs or groups.  Several learners become fixed on
following model dialogues and/or creating “correct” responses.  Other problems
noticed, with pair/group work are that learners will speak in Korean rather than the
target language, English, especially when it enables them to input into the conversation
faster and many conversations taking place in English sound like Korean non-tonal
conversations.

4.2 Teaching Implications
In the past spoken English has “tended to be looked down upon as an inferior article.”
(Brazil, 1992) however, the Korean Ministry of Education now considers its role
essential for Korea to become an influential country in the 21st century.  Therefore,
given that “we all know that being able to read and write in English does not necessarily
mean being able to converse in that language” (Brazil, 1992) and the Korean Ministry
of Education has now changed its’ policies towards spoken English,

“there is clearly a need for many learners to speak and interact in a multiplicity of situations
  through the language, be it for foreign travel, business or other professional reasons.”

 (McDonough and Shaw, 1993: 151)

4.2.1 Turn Management
“Strategic competence is a crucial component of communicative competence” (Dornyei
and Thurrell, 1991: 22) and in fact, “speaking is often the skill upon which a person is
judged ‘at face value’.” (McDonough and Shaw, 1993: 151)  Teacher dominance of the
classroom should be kept to a minimum as it imposes traditional classroom ordered
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turn-taking, which appears to foster and conform to Korean Confucianism-based speech
styles conversation.  In other words, learners must not simply follow the tradition of
learning communicative English through the asking and answering of questions,
because it facilitates the usage of Korean traditional speech styles in English
conversation.  This, then, results in awkward turn management when Koreans interact
with native English speakers.

To overcome awkward turn management in English there are “lexical realizations of
turn management [that] can be taught directly” (McCarthy, 1991: 129) and may help
reduce floundering in English conversations.  These include

“phrases for interrupting (‘Can I interrupt for a moment?’)… pre-planning one’s turn (‘I’ll try to be
brief, but there are a number of things…’)… and for closing (‘And just one last point’).”
   (McCarthy, 1991: 129)

In addition, learners should be given pair/group oral tasks centred on information from
earlier studies because they may “give students the best possible opportunities to
practise and develop their oral skills in a classroom environment.” (Courtney, 1996:
325)

English pause and silence treatment may need to be overtly identified in the classroom,
because of their distinct difference from Korean behaviour when they occur in
conversation.  According to Coulthard (1977: 63),

“there is a very low tolerance of silence between turns [in natural native speaker English
conversations] and if the intended next speaker does not begin almost at once the previous speaker
is likely to produce a post completor…such as ‘Didn’t you hear me’…To avoid this, speakers who
have not yet formulated what they want to say tend to indicate their intention to speak by ‘erm’,
‘um’, ‘mm’, or an audible intake of breath and thereby incorporate the silence into their turn.”

Koreans’ culture-based reluctance to interject and take a turn when a pause occurs in
conversations with people of higher status means it is not necessary to consider filling
silence to hold a turn and as a result makes Korean conversations in English sound
Korean.  Learners may need more exposure to various authentic or concocted examples
of English treatment of hesitation or postponement techniques in conversation.  One
example of how this exposure may be accomplished is through the task suggested by
Dornyei and Thurrell (1991) in which students record what they consider to be fillers
from unedited authentic recordings played to them by the teacher.   Also, as Dornyei
and Thurrell suggest, learners should be continuously encouraged to use mechanisms
that fill gaps in conversation when performing tasks in pair/group work or when talking
directly to the teacher.  As a result, struggles by Koreans and misinterpretations by
English speakers may lessen.

4.2.2 Use of Intonation
To overcome conversations in English, by Korean speakers, sounding like Korean
conversations, learners may need to be explicitly shown

“other means of turn-taking [adopted by native English speakers] which do not associate with
phrases, words, or noises, such as… changes in voice quality, elongation of syllable, [and] pitch
rise.”               (Cook, 1989: 118)

However, according to Coulthard (1977: 96-97),
“Intonation, the systematic patterning of prosodic features, is of course also a problem area-

whereas native speakers have no difficulty using the system communicatively, they find it very
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difficult to introspect about the significance of the choices they make, and even to produce citation
forms reliably and correctly.”

Therefore, as native speakers may not be able to explain intonation choices, more
classroom use of audio/video recordings of native English speakers engaging in
conversation, concocted or authentic, may increase learner awareness of the differences
in intonation and pitch usage between English and Korean.  By increased awareness
learners may eventually incorporate English usage of intonation and pitch more
effectively into their own speech in pair/group work inside the classroom and
conversations outside the classroom.

4.2.3 Short turns to Longer turns
To become more competent in conversing, learners should be encouraged to provide
additional information via their answers.  A good rapport with learners may enable this
requirement of additional information to be explicitly stated and reminded periodically
by the teacher when learners appear to relapse, without hindering learner motivation to
speak in English.  As a result of acquiring additional information, learners may begin to
naturally volunteer extra information and take longer turns in conversations in- and
outside the classroom, and, hence, remove the notion that speaking English is only
through question-answer.

However, learners should not be required to provide additional information with every
answer because “the majority of turns in any conversation consist of only a single
sentence, unless permission has been sought for a longer turn, perhaps to tell a story or a
joke.” (Coulthard, 1977: 61)  Moreover, as Koreans in classroom conversations with
people of similar status appear to be interrupting, commenting, and using word
reiteration as ways of taking turns, even if it is done in Korean rather than English it
may not be necessary to concentrate on these areas.  A possible English translation,
however, should be offered to the learner.  This action would show respect for the
Korean language and may keep learners motivated to speak in the target language, as
well as prevent situations “in which proficient readers and writers of English lack both
the confidence to speak it and also the ability to follow it when it is spoken.” (Brazil,
1992)

4.2.4 Adjacency Pairs
In addition to short question responses, since it is only through, “joint
participation…that conversation is interactive,” (Brazil, 1992) the Korean lack of
informal talk when greeting someone appears to be another reason for hindering natural
aspects of English conversation.  In fact, Sacks, cited in Coulthard (1977: 70), observed
that the absence of an adjacency pair would cause people to complain, “‘You didn’t
answer my question’ or ‘I said hello, and she just walked past’.”  To overcome these
situations perhaps more attention should be drawn to greetings, informal talk, and the
social connotations they represent to many speakers of English through learner
observation and consciousness-raising from various authentic material resources such as
television, video, and written text.  Also learners may also be requested, at the
beginning of every class, to engage in greetings and small talk with the teacher or fellow
learner.  This may reduce one-sided conversations and enable learners to converse
naturally in English with non-Koreans without causing the other participant to feel
uncomfortable or mislead the other participant into thinking that he/she does not wish to
converse.
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5.0 Summary
I have discussed of turn-taking strategies in native Korean speaker conversations and
their implications for teaching conversational English to Koreans.  It began with
illustrations of strategies for taking, holding onto, and relinquishing turns from a
transcribed, spontaneous, natural, Korean staffroom conversation recording.  The paper
then compared turn-taking strategies found in the transcribed conversations to those
used in English conversations.  In the comparison, turn-taking similarities and
differences between the two languages as well as strategies producing equivalent effects
were discussed.  Lastly, the paper focused on my own teaching situation and discussed
several implications for teaching conversational English in my own context based on
issues raised in the Korean/English turn-taking strategy comparison.

6.0 Conclusion
With the Korean Ministry of Education’s belief in communicative English as a key
factor in what it has declared the “21st century globalization” and

“as students become even more aware of the need to become fluent in English and to cope with
the flow of natural speech, there is likely to be a greater demand…to allow learners to practice
communicating in the classroom, not simply at utterance level, but at discourse level, taking
responsibility for their own turn-taking and negotiating their own way through a complete
interaction.”       (Willis, 1992: 181)

The transcribed, spontaneous, authentic Korean staffroom conversations illustrate
strategies Koreans use in natural conversation for taking, holding, and relinquishing
turns.  A comparison of similarities and differences between turn-taking strategies in
Korean and English “highlighted” possible reasons why Koreans struggle and/or
flounder while engaging in English conversations with native English speakers.  Hence,
these strategies present implications for teaching conversational English to Koreans.

Future analysis of turn-taking strategies in Korean should consider other strategies not
addressed in this paper, such as body movement and facial gestures.  Video recordings
as well as tape recordings may accomplish this analysis.  Also, since Korean language
phonology is beyond the purview of the teacher’s study or expertise these sources
should be investigated in future analysis.

The implications for teaching may not have to include pointing out that native English
speakers take turns in conversation because Koreans naturally know this from turn-
taking in Korean conversations.  In fact, McCarthy (1991: 129) would argue that
teachers may not have to draw specific attention to turn-taking, “but specific linguistic
realisations can be presented and practised and significant cultural differences can at
least be pointed out to the learner.”

A final point to keep in mind would be the idea of necessity.  Although there is a great
push for Koreans to be able to converse in English with native English speakers, the
majority of people in Korean will never get this chance or even have need to do so.
Cook (1997: 226) would support this view by saying,

“One might also question whether the linguistic behaviour of native-speaker adults is a good model
 for learners to imitate.  Very few foreign learners will ever attain such proficiency, and many do
 not need it, having more limited specific-purpose objectives in their language learning.”

This idea of necessity would therefore have to be investigated further taking into
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consideration educational system requirements and learners’ personal English
communicative needs and/or wants.
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Appendix A
Monday morning
line
no
.

speaker ���� Direct English Translation Appropriate English
Equivalent

1 A ���  �  ����� ? Coffee not yet have (honourific) Have you had coffee?
2 B ���� Ate Yes, thanks
3 C ���� Ate Yes, thanks
4 D � Yea Yes
5 A ����� (� ) Pak Researcher, Sir Mr. Pak?
6 E �  ���� Yea, ate Yes, I had one, thanks
7

8 A ���  ��  ��  ���  ����� ? Jae-Hyoung Ahn to when come
and talk

Did you ask Mr. Ahn when he
is planning on coming?

9 B � (� ) ��  ����� Yea No didn’t send Huh? Oh, not yet
10

11 A ������ Peace do (honourific) Good morning
12

13 A ����� Peace do (mid-level) Good morning
14

15 A ����� Peace do (mid-level) Good morning
16

17 A �����   ��  ��  �  ���� ? Song researcher coffee yet no
have (honourific)

Mr. Song have you had coffee
yet?

18 B ��  ��  ����  ����� (� ) Yesterday, late went hair-cut did
Did you have your hair cut,
even though you went home
late yesterday?

19 C � (� ) Yea Yes (I really needed one)

20 D ���  �������� ? Yesterday too, badminton played
Yesterday did you also play
badminton?

21 B ���  ���  �  ���  ��  ��
One person omit all not good our
team is

If he drops out then none of us
can play. (one person didn’t
make it)

22 D ���  ���  �  ���  ��
One person omit all not good?
Heo,heo

Are we helpless without him?
Ha ha

23

24 A ���  ����  �� In the morning 3 boxes hit
In the morning I hit 3 baskets
(of golf balls)

25 B ����  �� (� ) �����  ��  � (� )
3 boxes hit, 3 boxes if hit body
ache

You hit 3 baskets?.  Doesn’t
hitting 3 baskets make your
whole body ache

26

27 A
���  3�  ���� (� )

3 pieces took and came
Did the merchant bring 3
boxes of shuttlecocks?

28 A ���  ���� (� ) Seong-Ju Lee reseacher Mr. Lee?
29 B � (� ) Yea Huh?
30 A ���  3� (� ) Shuttlecock 3 piece 3 boxes of shuttlecocks?
31 B ���  1��  ���� Shuttlecock 1 piece only Only 1 box of shuttlecocks

32 A
���  8�  ����   3����
����� (� )

Rackets 8 pieces, shuttlecock 3
pieces took and came though

Even though I told the
merchant to bring 8 rackets
and 3 boxes of shuttlecocks?
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33 B
���  8��  ����  1��  ���
���

Rackets 8 but shuttlecock 1
piece took and came

He brought 1 box of
shuttlecocks and 8 rackets.

34 A �����  ���  � ? One take if how many hit
How long does 1 box of
shuttlecocks last?

35

36 A ��  �� ? Who coffee Anyone want coffee?
37 B �� Coffee I do thanks

38 C ����� ? �  �
Work don’t have (honourific)
heo, heo

Don’t you have any work to
do? Ha, ha

39

40 A ���  ��� Our thing no Those aren’t ours
41 B �� Heo, heo Ha ha
42 A �  ��� ? Aeo, chairman Ah… chairman
43 B � (� ) Ung Yeah
44 A �����  ��� (� ) Shin researcher how How is Mr. Shin?
45

46 A 3�  �  ���  �  �  ��� ? 3 pieces all took and came did
no

Didn’t he bring all 3 boxes of
shuttlecocks ?

47 B ����  ����  ���  �� (� ) That after too took and came saw
I saw he also brought
something after that?

48 C ��  ��� That one new one
Is that a new box of
shuttlecocks?

49 D ��  �  �� (� ) There 2nd time The 2nd one there?
50 C ��  ��� That no No, not that one

51 E ���  ��  �� That before there was
That’s the one we bought
before

52 C ���  ���� ? That before there was (polite)
Isn’t that the one we bought
before?

53 E ��  ���� Open open do Open it, open it

54 C ��  ���  ��� That, that before bought
Yup, that’s the one we bought
before

55 A ���  ���� (� ) Before there was We’ve always had it?

56 E ���  �  ��  ���� This time bought white one
This time he brought white
ones

57 C ��  ��� That cannot use We can’t use those ones

58 A �  ����  ������ (� )
One box pack is don’t took and
came

He brought only one box of
shuttlecocks?

59 B � (� ) Yea Yup
60 A ��� here Here it is
61

62 A ���  ���  ��� ? Lee Dr. here place Shall I place it here Dr. Lee?
63

64 A ��  ����  ����  ��� ? This one, one only don’t took
and came

Did he bring only 1 box of
shuttlecocks?

65 B � (� ) Yea Yes
66 A �� (� ) Big space Auditorium?
67 C ��� (� ) Small space Small auditorium?
68 A ����  �� Small one not good Don’t use the small one
69
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70 A ����  ��  ��  ��� ? 3 boxes yesterday hit did
Did you hit 3 baskets
yesterday?

71 B ��� Morning in Yeah, in the morning

72 A ����  ��  ���  �� ? Kim Dr. yesterday what time
came

What time did Dr. Kim arrive
at the driving range yesterday?

73 B � (� ) Yea Huh?
74 A ���  �� ? What time came What time did he arrive?
75 B �  ���� Well didn’t know I don’t remember
76 A � yea Uh hmm
77

78 A ���  �  ���  ��� Help thing there was help Please ask me if you need help
79

80 A ��  ��� (� ) Yesterday didn’t go You didn’t go yesterday?
81 B � ? Why? So? (leaves after this question)
82

83 A ����� Peace do (mid-level) Good morning
84

85 A ��  ��� Peace do (mid-level) Good morning
86

87 A ���� ? What metre hit How far did you hit?
88 B 100���  ����� 100 metre go out About 100 metres

89 C ���  ����  ��  ��� Metre no care just this one
Don’t concentrate on the
distance

90 D �� (� ) ��  ���  �� A-ni stay still already What? Hold on a sec!

91 B ��  ��  ���  ��  ���  ��� I am already this much till do
told

My coach told me to do it this
way

92 E ��  ��  ���  ��� I am that do not do told
A coach told me not to do it
that way

93 C
���  ���  ��  ���  �  ����
��  ����  ����

Just this much ball was went out
care no this much just went out

A coach told me just to go out
and focus on my form

94 D ���  ��  ����  ��� Went out care no told Don’t worry about the distance
95 E ����  �� Move don’t Keep your eyes on the ball

96 D ���� ? ����� ? �����  �
30%�

Turn, full turn, full turn about
30%

Turn? a full turn? a full turn
will spoil the form, just do a
30% twist

97

98 A �������  ���  ���� ? Vice-principal part-time
discussion what time was there

What time is the Vice-principal
tutorial discussions scheduled
for?

99 B 3��� 3rd period The 3rd period
100 C 11�� 11 time is At 11 o’clock

(� ): rising intonation (� ): falling intonationempty line indicates silence on recording

Appendix B
Wednesday afternoon
line
no

Speaker ���� Direct English Translation Appropriate English
Equivalent

1 A ����  ����� Researcher peace do Good afternoon
2

3 A �  ����� ? Well finshed Have you finished?
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4 B � Ung Um-huh
5 A ���  ���  ���� ? How do did How did it go?
6 B � ? What? What?
7 A ������ Evaluation did it The evaluation!
8 C �  ���  ��� ? This man where went Where did the guy go?

9 B
����  ����  ����  �
���� (� )

Participation ceremony was
chief was doing supposed

Isn’t the chief supposed to
supervise the primary school
teachers’ classroom
demonstrations?

10 A �� (� ) Hea, hea (sarcasm) Ha, ha
11 D � (� ) Yea Yeah~ right!

12 B ���  ���  ����  ���  ����� Participation ceremony plan in
chief doing supposed

The chief is supposed to do
the evaluations

13 D ���  ����  � That I didn’t see well I didn’t see that regulation

14 E ��  ���� There was told
Somebody told me that there
is one

15 D �  �  ��  ���� Yea, I that didn’t see Well, I didn’t see it
16 E ����� Evaluation rule in In the evaluation rules
17

18 A ������  �����  ��� Beung-Gyu Kim, researcher
here come say

Tell Mr. Kim to come here

19 B ��  ����� I searched for though Though I searched for ….
20 A ����� Evaluation rule in In the evaluation rules

21 B �����  ��  �����  ��� Evaluation rule in I searched for
not there was

I searched for it in the
evaluation rules, but it wasn’t
there

22 C ��  ��  ��� This one just there wasn’t It just wasn’t there

23 A ���  ���  �  �� (� ) Participation ceremony wasn’t
there approval submitting

There wasn’t one approved
before?

24 B �  � Ung, Ung Yes, there was.

25 A ���� ! Participation ceremony in
Oh yeah, in the demonstration
section!

26

27 A ���  ��  5��  ��� Teacher this 5-copies only do
come

Sir, please make 5 copies of
this

28 B � (� ) Yea Yes
29 C ��  ���  ������� Another part in said I said another team
30 D ��  ��� This all did This is all finished
31

32 A ��  �� Other thing is Other things are
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33 B �  ��  ��  ��  �  ���  ��� That homework fast fast submit
do please

Please say for the homework
to be handed in quickly

34 C ��� homework Homework

35 B ��  �  �����  ����� Other thing don’t hand in and
said so

Your class didn’t hand in the
assignments so hand them in
now

36 C � Yea Ok, I’ll tell the others
37

38 A ���  ��  ���� Tea one glass do and go will
you Will you stay for a cup of tea?

39 B �  ���� Ah, no Ah, no I really must be going

40 C ��  ��� Do and go
Then stay and study awhile
before leaving

41 B � Yea
Ha, ha Thanks for the offer
but no thanks

42 � Dang Ring
43

44 A ���  ���� Regulation must find
We must find out the
regulation

45 B ���  ���� Break don’t do must
We mustn’t break the
regulations

46 C �� Heuh-heuh Um, right
47 A ���� That or those We shouldn’t break any rules

48 D �� ? �  ���  �  ��� Where (angry) me alone no
Where are those regulations?
I’m not doing it alone!

49

50 A �����  �� Stand still no Hold on, oh no!

51 B ��  ��  �  ��  ���� No that next hour is
No, not this period! The next
one!

52 C ��  ����  �� This finish and then agree
Evaluations start after this
period

53 B ��  �  ��� (� ) Now I alone I’m doing it alone?
54

55 A ���  ����  ��� Regulation in break not must Don’t break the regulations

56 B ��  ��  ��  ��� ? By the way that that problem is
The trouble is that we may
break the rule

57 C ���  ����� Last year in evaluation rule in Last year there was a rule
58 A ����� Look for must We’ll have to look for it
59 B ����� I do will I’ll look for it
60 D �� Restriction Restriction
61 C �� Evaluation Evaluation
62 A �  ��� Cham 2 articles by Come to think of it, 2 articles
63 C �� A-ya Right, right!
64 D �� Ge rya! Yeah, right!

65 A ����� Society regulation in
In the social studies division
rules

66 C ��� Heh, heh, heh Right, right!
67 D �� Ge rya! Yeah, right!
68

69 A �����  �  �� ? Wife with well good
How are things with your
wife?

70

71 A ��  ���  ���� ? Here, this like come out Here, it is
72 B ��  �  ���� Here, well don’t know I can’t make it out
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73 C � (� ) Hea Yeah, me neither
74 A � (� ) Nea Yeah, neither can I

75 D ����  ���  ��  ��  ���� ? Moreover busy his thing like
clamour (angry)

With all this work why are we
continuing to fuss over this?

76 A ��� ! Wrong It’s wrong!

77 C ���  �����  ���
Young-Hwan Kim, researcher
to like this

We should tell Mr. Kim about
this

78 A ���  ��� This is that That case doesn’t apply here
79 B ���  ���� Here search for have to Then search for it here
80 E � (� ) Nea (honourific of Yea) Yes, sir

81 D ���� To the full (angry)
This argument over
regulations is just making
matters worse

82

83 A ���  ��� ! Yong-Hwan Kim, researcher Mr. Kim!
84 B �  (� ) Nea Yes?

85 A ��  ��  �  ���� ! This thing is all put away
(angry)

Put this all away!

86 B �  � Yea yea Yes, right away
87

88 �  � Sseuk, sseuk Rubbing sound
89 A �� Here Here
90

91 A ���� ? Hello (telephone) Hello?
92

93 A �� (� ) Park lady Miss Park
94

95 A ����  ���  ����� (� ) Do have like this become say
According to the evaluation
rules it should be like this?

96 B ���  ��  ��  ��  ����� Director said do 2 division
chiefs thing

The director said that it’s the
two division chiefs’
responsibility

97

98 A �  ���  ��  ��  �� That problem is work there is What if the chiefs can’t do it?
99 B ��  ��  ��  �� This thing just without We can’t just ignore the rule

100 C ��  ��  ��  ���� Work is here is 2 section cheifs
Then the two section chiefs
can do it

101 C
�����  ����  ���  ��  �
�����  �����  ���  ����

Annual plan was erected had to
that didn’t erect evaluation plan
in all together did so

We should have made an
article in the annual plan but it
wasn’t made because they
dropped it from the table

102 C ����  ���  ����
All at once all in all are doing
so

Before making a plan we
should carefully consider it

103 C ���  ��  �����  ����� This thing right now Shin
researcher to put in

Give this regulation right
away to Mr. Shin so it can be
put into last years’ schedule

104 C ���  2000��  ����� This thing 2000 year in
establish

There’s no regulation now
because it was just established
this year
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105 C ���  ����  �� Yearly connected become thing
We shouldn’t neglect
important issues

106 B 98��  ��� 98 year in there was not It wasn’t there in 1998

107 A ����  ��  ���� Custom according to came out
We should keep the
conventions of previous years

108 C 99���  ������ 99 after say will
Yeah, but not further back
than 1999

109 B ��  ��  ���� This thing like chairman with
This should be discussed with
the director

110

111 A ��  ����  �����  ��  �����
Past winter vacation
qualification training did
because

Last winter vacation there
were too many training
courses to worry about this so
it wasn’t given much attention

112

113 A ����� Telephone did though Even though I called him….
114

115 A ���� clearly Obviously

116 A ����  ����  ���� 1st certificate or 2nd certificate
10 hours each

The 1st and 2nd certificate
training courses are both 10
hours

117 A �����  �� Marking did thing is To give marks is…

118 B ���  ���  ��  �� ? Among them how became
How’s the evaluation going to
be done?

119 C ����� Winter vacation during During winter vacation…
120 A ���  ���� ? Regulation is no Isn’t it in the regulations?
121 A ���  ��  �� After than came out It came out after that
122 B ���  ���� Deliberation passed through Passed by deliberation

123 A ��  ���  �����  ��� Once evaluation passed through
no

We have to follow set
evaluation rules

124 A �����  �� Evaluation rule is Dan-Jae
The evaluation rule was
establish by Dan-Jae

125 C ���  ���� ! Bylaws are not Those are not bylaws!
126 A ���� That times in In those days
127 B ��  ���  � ! Of course that like do (angry) Then just do it!

128 A ��  ����  ��� No, my talking is that
No that wasn’t was I was
trying to say

129 B �����  ����� Dan-Jae education academy
evaluation

Dan-Jae education in-service
training centre has established
rules

130 A ����  ���  ��� Our academy bylaws correct if
Then, if we change the
rules…

131 C ���  ���� ! Thoughtlessly not correct No! We can’t do that!
132 B �����  ��� Internal approval do if We need internal approval

133 A ���  ����  ��� Interpretation is one or two not
There are too many ways to
interpret the rules

134 A
��  ��  ���  ���  ���  ���

�����

This if so not government
training institute regulation
enter go

If this rule doesn’t apply we
must follow government
evaluation rules.

135 B ����  ���  �  ���  �� ! So if clerk is more difficult will
become

That’ll overwhelmed the
clerks charged with that work!
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136 A ���� Because Because…

137 C ����  ���  �� This rule this so do if
If we follow this government
rule…

138 A ���  ���  �� That so succession do if
We can interpret this rule like
this…

139 A �� ! See See!

140 A ���  ���  �� ! That one do this if
It’s too ambiguous if we look
at it like that!

141 B 2000�� 2000 year is 2000…
142 B  ��  ����� Sure make have to We have to make a new one!

143 A ��  ��  ����� ? Then then make have to
Do we have to make new
regulations every time things
like this come up?

(� ): rising intonation (� ): falling intonationempty line indicates silence on recording


